ME/WE

STORY
TELLING
Activating young
change-makers
through
the power of
storytelling and
creative enterprise

it is better to light a candle
than to curse the dark

W

hat if young people were the curators of their own narrative, and
possessed the power to themselves define their role in the world?

Through the process of storytelling and creative enterprise, young
people can test out ideas, and disrupt the social challenges around them.
For more than six years, the ME/WE storytelling initiative has decentralized
the power of narrative, activated young change-makers and cultivated
spaces for empathy, community engagement and communication using
the power of storytelling.
While the project is process driven, the outcomes of Me/We consist of
storytelling content written and produced by young people. Each content
piece has a key ‘changemaker’ message for the world. Each story challenges
social issues affecting the youth and community.
Recently, Me/We activated #MEWESYRIA, where refugee youth mentors
and teachers have been trained to replicate the Me/We program for youth
inside Zaatari refugee camp.
Through the power of storytelling, young people are transforming their
environment by living out their ideas, exploring their dreams and engaging
in spaces for self expression, critical thinking, teamwork and empathy.

Background
ME/WE

was developed by Fulbright Scholar MOHSIN MOHI-UD-DIN,

now Global Storytelling Director at Ashoka’s Youth Venture. Initially built
for at-risk youth living as street children in North
expanded its work to South

Africa , Me/We has

Asia and currently works with NGOs and
young Syrian refugees in the Middle East . Me/We is looking for
partners to expand its methodology, and support at-risk youth and
NGOs everywhere, including the United

States and Europe .

How it works
The Me/We workshops and methodologies catalyze a transformative
process in which the youth begin to exercise Ashoka's core
changemaker skills of Empathy,

Fluid Leadership,
Teamwork and Creative Problem-solving for social change.

PART I Everyone a Changemaker Vision :
Engages youth communities and youth influencers (teachers, youth
journalists, youth mentors) on the important role they have as young change
agents in their community. This portion of the workshop uses 'design for
change' challenges to activate at-risk youth to explore their perceived role in
their community; practice critical thinking; define changemaking; build
teamwork; learn basic ingredients for launching a social venture; and build
confidence in their abilities to craft ideas for social change.
PA RT II

Storytelling for Changemaking :

Workshops involve team-building and empathy exercises that also encourage
youth to use mistakes as a source for innovation and boldly pursue creative
growth. Youth also gain 21st century skills in script development, interviewing,
story-boarding, strategic messaging, audience impact, basic videography,
basic editing and vlogging.

LOOKING FOR PARTNERS TO
EXPAND ITS METHODOLOGY, AND SUPPORT
AT-RISK YOUTH AND NGOS EVERYWHERE

ME/WE IS

Ashoka’s Youth Venture
Me/We and ASHOKA'S YOUTH VENTURE are designing youth
engagement strategies that harness the power of storytelling and
creative enterprise to activate young changemakers in challenging
socio-economic environments and areas of conflict. Me/We and
Ashoka’s Youth Venture believe that by decentralizing the power
of narrative, young people can positively redefine their story and
role in society, and rebuild an ecosystem in which they can
organically work towards social change and personal growth.

bit.ly/meweunite
OR CONTACT @mohsindin ON TWITTER
FOR MORE DETAILS VISIT

Back in Syria, I did not know I was a
changemaker. Now in Zaatari of all places,
I feel I am a changemaker.
– YOUNG SYRIAN REFUGEE, #MEWESYRIA WORKSHOPS 2015
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